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Fennell and May day: Pair wins ASUM top spots
Posh Jotter
& Mallsion Aier
Montana Kaimin
Matt Fennell and Emily May
could’ve gone to a bar. They
could’ve hosted a house party worthy of the Kaimin police blotter.
Instead, a few friends sat around
the fire pit behind Fennell’s house
and watched him and running
mate May exchange a long hug after the pair received the news that
they would be the next president
and vice president of ASUM.
“I feel like I can decompress
now, like I don’t have to be so
stressed all the time,” May said
through a coy grin.
The soft-spoken future vice
president left the loud celebration
to Fennell who let out a yelp and
pumped his fist in a fashion that
was appropriate for his punk-rock
drummer persona.
The pair pulled 985 votes, the
largest number of votes by an
ASUM executive team in at least
two years, Fennell said. Their opponents Daniel Zolnikov and Tara
Haupt received 859 votes.
“We stirred some shit up,”
Fennell said, smiling confidently.
“We’re going to bring the noise.”
May agreed, saying she was
proud of the popularity of the campaign.
“People really wanted us to win
real bad,” she said.
Fennell is a senior majoring

Malisia Uhlestein/Montana Kaimin

Newly-elected ASUM president Matt Fennell and vice president Emily May celebrate Thursday night. “We’re going into the future fearless,” Fennell said.

in art and social work. May is a
sophomore majoring in political
science and environmental studies.
“I think our greatest success
was telling students what ASUM

already offered them and then
building upon that,” Fennell said.
Zolnikov and Haupt received
the news among friends at The
Depot at 9:45 p.m. after an hour of

monitoring their phones. The call
eventually came to Zolnikov and
the table grew quiet as he politely
took the news, then stepped outside the restaurant for a moment,

followed by Haupt.
ASUM senate candidates Marissa Brewer and Andrew Dusek,
who were sitting with Zolnikov
See ELECTOIN, page 12

MontPIRG and Kaimin fees Roundup of UM’s summer plans
shot down; RELF passes
Mayla Katzke
Montana Kaimin
Students shot down the optional Montana Public Interest Research Group fee of $5 Thursday
night 1,059–968.
Fees for ASUM transportation
and the Revolving Energy Loan
Fund passed, while the proposed
$2 fee increase for the Montana
Kaimin failed.
Vice president on the MontPIRG board of directors Mason
Giem said the rejection was a
shock.
“We were surprised. We did not
see any vocal opposition,” Giem
said. “Yet, it was a close race.”
And Giem said the result shows
the group has a chance in the future. Overall it was a good night,
he said.
The optional $4 fee the Revolving Energy Loan Fund passed
1,574–493
UM Climate Action Now member Sonny Kless said the fund
wouldn’t have passed without sup-

port from ASUM.
“This was the result of a lot of
people,” Kless said. “When students are presented an opportunity
that makes sense to them, I think
they are going to make the right
choice.”
Trevor
Hunter,
outgoing
ASUM president, said the RELF
referendum was a great victory for
students.
“It’s a wonderful fee and a
wonderful program,” Hunter said.
“It gives students a chance to have
a hands-on experience with these
types of projects.”
The ASUM Transportation fee
increase of $3.50 to the current
$23.50 passed 1,330–726.
Hunter said the fee will double bus service on the College of
Technology route and eventually it
will lead to the purchase of a new
bus.
Hunter said he was not surprised that the MontPIRG fee
didn’t pass since it didn’t pass in
See FEES, page 16

Today On Campus

• “Medea”
Masquer Theatre, PAR-TV Center
7:30 PM

Mallison Aier
Montana Kaimin
The campus may not host as
many students over the summer,
but University of Montana administrators still have plans for
the next few months.
Here’s some of what’s in store
for UM between now and next
fall:

Construction will continue.
The new Education Building and
the School of Law building are set
to be completed by the time students arrive for the fall semester,
according to Kevin Krebsbach,
assistant director of planning
and construction. Workers will
continue construction of the Native American Center, which is
expected to be completed next
January. They will also work on
more of the University’s steam
tunnels, according to Krebsbach.
The reconstruction of the The
Bookstore in the UC, which began earlier this spring, will likely
be completed sometime in July,
according to assistant manager Jackie Leininger. When the

$200,000 renovation is finished,
the Grizzly gear and arts supplies
currently located on the second
floor will be moved down to the
first and textbooks will be moved
upstairs.
The Mansfield Library will
also see some adjustments.
Though a $1.7 million renovation of the main floor is planned,
only about a fourth of that money is available now, so library
administrators will start making
changes slowly. This summer,
they will likely begin adding new
furniture and rearranging spaces,
according to Bonnie Allen, dean
of libraries.

The search for a new registrar
will begin. Former registrar Dave
Micus, who had held the position
since 2006, left in March to take
a job at the new King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology in Saudi Arabia. Ed
Johnson, a former Montana Tech
registrar, is working as interim
registrar until a replacement is
chosen.

Inside the Kaimin
BESS SEX page 2
Which cream
product do you
prefer?

SPORTS page 5
Maggotfest continues into
weekend!

The Provost’s Office, which
handles such hiring decisions,
has been preoccupied with filling
two vacant dean positions — for
the School of Law and the College of Visual and Performing
Arts — and has not turned its
attention toward finding a replacement registrar yet, according to Provost Royce Engstrom.
Stephen Kalm, interim dean for
the School of Fine Arts, was announced the new dean of the
College of Visual and Performing Arts on Wednesday. A School
of Law dean has not been announced.
Though the registrar search
will begin this summer, a selection won’t be made until the fall
so that there’s time to hold oncampus interviews with the candidates for the job and get feedback from students and faculty,
according to Engstrom.
“Realistically, we’re shooting
for something like October at this
point,” he said.
The University will also move
See CHANGES, page 16
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Much anticipated
summer vacation that is
just two short weeks
away
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BIG UPS

By Dess Bavis

Questions? Comments? Email BessSexEver@gmail.com

Cheese or oral sex?
Last semester, an interesting debate circulated through the Kaimin office.

If you could only keep one of these things, in all of its forms, for the rest of
your life, which would you choose: cheese or oral sex?
This is a no-brainer, right? Oral sex, hands down. Wrong. It turns out my
answer is in the vast minority when it comes to this question.
I’ll throw it out there right now that I happen to be vegan and have already
given up cheese for other reasons, but I don’t base my answer to this question on that fact. I mean, why would you ever give up oral sex, for anything?
With the exception of my boyfriend and a few friends – and by few I
mean I can count them on my hand – everyone I ask this question to says they
would keep cheese. Have I seriously underestimated the deliciousness of cheese
and the necessity of it to our existence as humans, or is there something bigger
going on here, culturally?
Here’s a little background: Cheese has been a part of human society for about
8,000 years. I’m guessing that oral sex goes back farther than that, but there is
no archaeological start date for when people started going down on each other.
Obviously, cheese is a big part of human food culture. It exists in cultures
around the world in many different forms, but so does oral sex, in slightly fewer
forms.
One of the big things that shocks me when I ask people this question is
that they don’t even seem to have to think about it. They just answer. Cheese.
Like giving up oral sex wouldn’t affect their day-to-day life in any way, but
giving up cheese might just kill them.
Even Googlefight.com showed that cheese absolutely demolished oral
sex (see graphic). This means more people have Web sites about cheese than
they do about oral sex. That seems so unlikely, since sex is really what the Internet is all about. But the numbers don’t lie.
Now, I might not eat cheese anymore, but I have eaten cheese, and I don’t see
where you can compare the pleasure you get from a good cheese to the pleasure
you get between your legs from a good partner.
I can accept that people love cheese, but it says something pretty sad about
our society if people would rather give up oral sex than cheese. Yeah, cheese
is easier to get and you have a pretty good idea every time you go into it what
you’re going to get, but despite the scarcity and variety of quality, isn’t one good
blow job worth giving up cheese forever? Apparently not, says one of my coworkers.
“Now, if blow jobs were on the shelf next to cheese, that would be a whole
other story,” replied my colleague, also author of Big Ups and Backhands.
I mean, maybe if you spent less time shopping for all this cheese, you might
stand a chance of meeting someone who would love to go south O’ your
border now that Mexico is infested with swine flu.
There can be a lot of sexual benefits to giving up cheese (and other dairy
products). I think you’d be surprised how the flavor of bodily fluids can
change when you alter your diet in small ways. You can even add things
to your diet to give yourself or your partner a sweeter taste. Try mixing a
smoothie with pineapple, orange, mango and coconut milk. Now that’s lipsmacking good.
Luckily, most of us will never be faced with the realistic possibility that
we’ll have to give up one of these things, but I just wish people would consider the consequences more before they answer so quickly.

&Backhands
Well, well, here we are folks. The last Big Ups & Backhands of the
semester. Take a deep breath, turn down your iPod and put the phone on
airplane mode, we need you to focus here. This has got to get you through
your whole summer, so savor it …
For starters, a Backhand to the sultry-looking sexologist next to me
on this page for suggesting it’s somehow shocking that most people she
polled would rather give up oral sex than cheese. Cheese is delicious and
readily available — two distinct advantages in this particular competition.
If Albertsons starts carrying blowjobs, we’ll reconsider, but until then, it’s
all about that chedda.
A semi-local Big Up to Tim Blixseth, the former Yellowstone Club
CEO now charged with looting the posh ski resort of tens of millions
of Swiss-bank lent dollars as his business tubbed, leaving its extremely
wealthy members high and dry. There can’t be that many people on this
planet who can claim to have screwed over Bill Gates — aside from everyone who beat him up for being a nerd in middle school, that is.
Backhands to MontPIRG for their relentless campaigning for their fee
increase in the elections yesterday. Three phone calls, one sticker offer and
a scrawny guy standing next to the Grizzly Statue telling us the bear wants
us to vote? Listen guys, we want money too, but if that bear could talk, we
think he’d be growling at you fools to shut up already.
Zooming back out a bit, Big Ups to pigs for putting humans back in
their place with this whole swine flu thing. It sort of backfired for the porkers, what with Egypt beginning a no doubt well-thought-out mass slaughter
of every pig in the country Thursday. But it was a bold move, nonetheless.
That said, a related Backhand to Mexico for further torpedoing its appeal as a travel destination with the outbreak. Bad water, drug wars and
now a worldwide disease pandemic? Can you guys down there please keep
it down? P.S. Salsa music sucks. Not sure if that was you guys, but yeah.
Hate it.
Preemptive Big Ups to this weekend for promising to be a whole lot of
drunken fun between Maggotfest, Brewfest and the annual Lochsa Rendezvous over in Idaho. Stay safe, everyone. Don’t do anything we wouldn’t
do — or anything we are doing that looks particularly dangerous, for that
matter.
Back on the national scale, Backhands to Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen
Specter for his recent announcement that he’s switching from the Republican to the Democratic Party in Washington this week. What kind of example is that to be setting? The U.S. hasn’t been doing that well recently,
either. Should we all grab hockey sticks and move to Canada?
A final Big Ups to now incoming ASUM president Matt Fennell for
somwhow managing to get himself elected to office a year after getting arrested in one for throwing a hissy fit on president Dennison’s floor. Here’s
hoping barefoot hippy-politics bode well for students next year... but we’re
out of here, so who cares.
Well that’s all, folks. Great to have you with us this semester, and best
of luck finishing off your school year strong. We’re pulling for you. By the
way, we personally swine flued every issue of this week’s paper. Merry
Christmas.
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Backhands to ‘morning-after’
humor
I read the April 24th edition
of Big Ups and Backhands and I
couldn’t resist giving a Backhand
of my own. Normally I just roll
my eyes and sigh if I disagree with
something in the column, but there
was one comment this time I just
couldn’t ignore.
I would like to give a huge Backhand to the Kaimin for Backhanding the FDA’s decision to make
the morning after pill available to
17-year-olds; according to the Kaimin, “Effectively making it more
convenient for girls to have sex earlier.” I just want to know, is it only
girls you’re worried about having
sex earlier? Because if it is, wel-

come to the 21st Century, women
have the same sexual rights as men.
If you meant to include males in
the comment as well, perhaps you
would like the government to put
an age requirement on condoms so
boys might find it less “convenient”
to have sex earlier.
I also think, as adults who have
gone through puberty and were 17
yourselves not that long ago, you
should know by now that many
teenagers started having sex when
they were 17 or younger with no
thought for the morning after pill.
According to the Guttmacher Institute, an organization that has been
dedicated to advancing sexual and
reproductive health around the
world for 40 years, about 46 percent

Letters to the
Editor
of teens between the ages of 15 and
19 have had sex at least once. It also
says most teens have sex for the first
time around age 17.
Let’s think about this. When
you were getting ready for your first
time you may have had thoughts
of using protection, hopefully you
actually used it, but the main thing
on your mind was most likely getting down to business. Your brain
was probably fuzzy with hormones
and your adrenaline, hopefully, was
pumping, this is also likely the first
time you’ve had to use a condom.
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You probably have never practiced
putting a condom on before, and
even if you have, the symptoms you
were experiencing – fuzzy brain,
adrenaline, rushing – leave plenty of
room for error. Error leads to risk of
pregnancy which the morning after
pill can help with. And when did the
Guttmacher Institute say most teens
start having sex… 17? And what is
the FDA’s new age requirement for
the morning after pill… 17? What a
coincidence!
Personally, I would give the FDA
a Big Ups for realizing that, no matter what adults say, teens are going
to have sex and we might as well
give them another way to prevent
them from having unplanned pregnancies if an accident happens. And,

as we all know, accidents do happen.
Or, maybe, we should give a
Backhand to the parents, schools
and government for failing to provide good sexual education, which
leads to even more easily preventable accidents. To me that’s where
the real Backhand needs to go. Perhaps that’s why the FDA dropped
the age requirement lower.
I understand you are sexually
frustrated considering you mentioned you wanted legislation to help
you get laid, but that’s no excuse to
Backhand other people’s sexual
choices. Please, do us a favor, next
time think before you Backhand.
- Brienna Boydstun,
senior, print journalism

News
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Guest Column
Textbook orders need to be
placed on time
While UM students are busy
registering for Fall 2009 classes,
another important event is taking
place – professors are beginning
to choose which textbook orders
they will turn in next semester.
This may seem like a trivial fact
to be taken for granted, but for
the last two semesters, the number of late textbook orders have
been at an all-time high. Whenever professors place textbook
orders late, it has negative repercussions on the entire student
body, particularly those with
print disabilities.
A blind student first brought
this concern to the attention of the
Alliance for Disability and Students at the University of Montana (ADSUM) after she was left
with no option but to drop a class
after a textbook came in so late
she was not able to get the book
converted into electronic file
in time to keep up with a class.
Students with a print disability

often use the accommodation of
electronic text conversion to gain
access to written textbooks. Also
known as e-text, a student uses
an electronic file of the textbook
with a screen reader to voice the
words so they can learn by listening.
After a student purchases a
textbook in the bookstore and
submits the book to Disability
Services for Students to create
an electronic file, the process
of getting permission from publishers and finishing the conversion process can take anywhere
from two to three weeks. If the
availability of a textbook in the
bookstore is late because of a late
order, this translates into a lack
of access to reading materials for
students with print disabilities at
the beginning of the semester.
For example, if a textbook comes
in two weeks late, while other
students are two weeks behind in
reading, the student who requires
e-text can be a month behind by
the time he or she gets the con-

verted textbook file. At this point,
it is not reasonable to expect
them to catch up or to perform in
class for a month without access
to textbook readings. A professor placing an order on time can
mean the difference between an
accessible and inaccessible class.
Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, federally funded
universities have a responsibility to be accessible to students
with disabilities. An electronic
text conversion of a textbook is
a reasonable accommodation for
a student with a print disability. The UM faculty plays a key
part in getting orders in on time
so students can use this accommodation. If you are a professor,
please keep this in mind.
The deadline for textbook orders (requisitions) is April 15 for
the Fall Semester, and October
15 for the Spring Semester. This
deadline is important because it
allows the bookstore to order the
books with enough time for students to start the conversion pro-

Friday, May 1, 2009
By Faith Dawson
ADSUM President, senior, psychology
cess to get an electronic file by was the rest of student governthe first day of class. Academic ment, and it’s really shocking.”
Provost Royce Engstrom also
departments can sometimes create varying policies to ensure issued a memo to all academic
this process takes place on time. departments reminding them of
If an order is late and has not this same important responsibeen placed, students with print bility. The issue is becoming a
disabilities can increase their more prominent concern around
chances of getting books on time the campus, and change needs to
by contacting the professor by e- take place for the sake of all UM
mail or phone to ask what orders students, but especially those
they will be placing. If the stu- with print disabilities. I hope this
dent with a print disability can- semester UM students, academic
not get a hold of the professor departments and faculty will inafter this attempt, or a professor crease awareness and action on
is not assigned to a class, stu- this issue to ensure textbook ordents with disabilities should file ders are placed on time.
a barrier report online so either
the bookstore or the academic
department can solve the problem with the late order (http://
life.umt.edu/apps/barrier).
Last semester ASUM passed
a resolution urging professors
to reverse the trend of increasing numbers of late orders. Matt
Fennell from the ASUM senate
shared, “I was made aware of
this issue almost a year ago, as

Accuracy Watch

The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394
or e-mail editor@montanakaimin.com and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
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Infamous Maggotfest captures Missoula once again
Stoman Rubbs
Montana Kaimin
Thirty-three years ago, a small
group of young rugby players conceived Maggotfest.
Little did they know they were
creating the blueprint for a local
spring staple, not to mention one
of the nation’s most popular rugby
tournaments.
“I really don’t think that back
when the Maggot founders started
this that they had any sense that it
would become this big,” said Maggots assistant coach Jake Kreilick,
who has had a hand in the tournament for almost three decades.
“It’s a big deal, and the town of
Missoula knows it’s a big deal.”
Featuring 36 teams and hanging its hat on being the epitome of
a social tournament, Maggotfest
will add to its lore this weekend.
The field is a myriad of clubs from
New Zealand to Canada to California, all of whom converge in
Missoula to play their guaranteed
three games on the pitch and to
take part in the heralded festivities
that have come to define the event,
which include a spirited costume
party Saturday night at the Western Montana Fairgrounds.
“The Fest is the highlight of
our year. It’s a big deal for us.
We don’t take it lightly by any
means,” Kreilick said. “For us, it’s
about hosting these clubs the way
we would want to be hosted if we
went to a big tournament.
“The Fest now sells itself, based
on word of mouth and return clubs
who want to keep coming back.”
There has never been a champion of the tournament. Indeed,
Maggotfest continues rituals that
run 30 years deep, with hardware
such as “Best Play on the Pitch”
handed to the club that puts on the
best display of skills in its three

matches, and the coveted “Most
Honored Side,” presented to the
club who represents the culture of
the sport with the most sprit on and
off the field.
“We always shoot for Most
Honored Side because we know
that we have girls who just go
to college and decide they want
to play rugby,” said Mackenzie
Flahive-Foro, co-captain of UM’s
women’s team the Betterside, who
has been in pursuit of the elusive trophy since they won it last
in 1997. “So of course we’re not
going to have the experience that
most of these teams we’re playing
have.
“(Maggotfest) definitely promotes the sport,” she added of the
tournament. “It’s really not only
about the game but the culture of
rugby and the camaraderie and tradition.”
But Maggotfest is also evolving with new conventions. For
one, Thursday night matches pitting local clubs against opposition from near and far away lands
is becoming a tradition in its own
right. Thursday night, UM Betterside took on Seattle Budd Bay, the
Jesters squared off with Princeton
University Athletic Club, the Flies
(retired Maggots) met the Seattle
Old Boys and the tournament host
Maggots met the Wellington Dead
Ants of New Zealand.
The tournament experimented
with a 48-team format in the early
80s before going back to a 36-team
pool play, which includes all Montana Rugby Union clubs and local
ruggers. The Maggots and Jesters
are coming off of impressive second and fourth place finishes respectively at last weekend’s Montana Rugby Union Cup in Butte.

Nolter Cuanez
Montana Kaimin
In the high-stakes poker game
that is professional football, former
University of Montana quarterback
Cole Bergquist went all in … and
lost. But unlike many a gambler,
Bergquist earned a second chance.
A few months ago, the British
Columbia Lions of the Canadian
Football League began to covet
the 6-foot-2, 220-pound native
of San Clemente, Calif. Until
two weeks ago, Bergquist’s agent
Mike Bernstein and the B.C. Lions
had a contract on the table awaiting the quarterback’s signature.
But an outside shot at earning an

invite to a NFL mini-camp caused
Bergquist to bet the house. The
fourth-leading passer in Montana
history left the contract unsigned.
As the NFL draft came and went
last weekend and Thursday (the day
rookies report to obligatory rookie
mini-camp) approached with no
offers on the table, Bergquist felt as
if his gamble had closed all doors.
“Hindsight is 20/20, but if I could
do it all over again, I would have
gone to B.C. a long time ago,”
Bergquist said. “I almost had my
heart set to go there and give up my
dreams in the NFL. But I had to roll
the dice and give the NFL a shot.”
But all was not lost. B.C. still

Daine Blunkley/Montana Kaimin

The Missoula Maggots’ Saul Steuer tackles Mike King of the Wellington Dead Ants just before King pitches the
ball to teammates Thursday afternoon at Fort Missoula. Maggotfest, the Maggots’ annual rugby festival, kicked
off Thursday with games to be played until Sunday.

Bergquist gets another shot in British Columbia
See FEST, page 6

had interest in Bergquist, so on
Wednesday, the quarterback boarded a plane to Seattle. From there,
he drove a rental car to Vancouver
before reporting to free agent camp
Thursday at 10 a.m. for a workout
in front of team personnel and
about 50 members of the media.
Lions head coach Wally Buono, whose 227 wins are second
all-time in CFL history, said
B.C.’s fondness for the former Grizzly was not a factor in
rescinding the contract offer.
“It was simply a matter of timing,”
Buono said. “He was a guy we had
interest in and still have interest in.”
Bergquist’s workout consisted of

running a 40, performing a shuttle
run, throwing with wide receivers
and doing some one-on-one drills.
The majority of the Lions players
were present to watch or participate.
Thursday was the first experience the quarterback had ever
had on a Canadian-size field or
with throwing a CFL football,
but nonetheless, his 4.75 time
in the 40 and his arm strength
impressed Buono and his staff.
“Cole is a good athlete,” Buono
said. “He can make all the throws.
He has some mobility. He has
some athleticism that we think
could make him successful.”

B.C. has several more free agent
camps in coming weeks. They
also have three veteran quarterbacks under contract. Last season’s starter, Guy Pierce, returns.
So do back-ups Jarius Jackson and
Zac Champion. Buono said he anticipates watching at least a dozen
quarterbacks work out in coming
weeks, but the Lions are always
in the market for an upgrade.
“We are hoping the guy we bring
in can beat one of the guys out
because you are always trying to
improve yourself,” Buono said.
Bergquist, who led Montana to a
14-2 record and a runner-up finish
See BERGQUIST, page 6
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Griz host Bobcats for track dual
Alson Tyger
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana
track team is hosting rival Montana State this weekend for the
annual Griz-Cat dual. The dual is
a tradition that dates back as far
as 1906. Freshman sprinter Melissa Jenkins will participate for
the first time. Although she hasn’t
participated in a Griz-Cat dual
yet, Jenkins, who is from Missoula,
knows what goes into a MontanaMontana State matchup.
“Mentally,
we’re
more
pumped,” Jenkins said. “Whenever
it is Griz-Cat – no matter what sport
– it’s a rivalry.”
Although Jenkins said that she
doesn’t prepare differently physically for any specific meet, this
weekend is big, and not just because of the rivalry. The Big Sky
Conference outdoor championships are just two weeks from
now, and Jenkins said this week-

end’s duals are a good opportunity to qualify for select events.
“This weekend is important
because everyone is trying to get
qualified,” said Jenkins, who has
already qualified in the 400-meter
and is looking to qualify in the
200-meter.
“You try to go out there and
improve your times, get a personal best. That way you’re feeling
good going into the championships.”
The men currently have 18 athletes with 24 automatic bids going into the BSC championships,
along with two bids for the NCAA
Midwest Regional. Those two bids
are comprised of Cole Beyer and
Richard Brumbaugh, both of whom
qualified in the javelin.
Meanwhile, the women have
19 participants with 31 BSC bids.
They also have two NCAA Midwest Regional qualifiers in Kara
DeWalt and Katrina Drennen.

DeWalt, a junior, qualified for the
Steeplechase, while sophomore
Drennen qualified in the 5,000 meters.
The Montana women have
won the last two duals in a row, including a tight 100-99 victory last
year. The men come in with wins
in each of the last three years. Officially, the Montana men hold a
53-22 all-time lead over the Bobcats. The duals between the Griz
and Cat women weren’t first held
until 1983, and the all-time record
is deadlocked at 13–13.
The dual begins at 9:45 a.m. on
Saturday with the women’s hammer throw.
Next week is Montana State’s
last-chance meet. A select team of
Grizzlies will head to Bozeman
for one last shot at qualifying for
the BSC Championships, which
are hosted May 13-16 by the Griz
at Dornblaser Field.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu

Accuracy Watch

The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394
or e-mail editor@montanakaimin.com and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
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14–2 record and a runner-up
finish in the FCS Championship
last December, just may have a leg
up on the competition. Buono, who
has won four Grey Cup Championships in his illustrious career, is no
stranger to Montana quarterbacks.
“(Bergquist) comes from a program we have a high value for,”
Buono said. “Montana has always
had a very successful college program. Dave Dickenson has played
for me for many years whether it
be in Calgary or B.C. We like the
type of quarterbacks and the type of
players in general from Montana.”
Dickenson was on the 1998
Calgary team that won the Grey
Cup as well as a member of
the 2006 CFL champion Lions.
There was an outside shot for
Bergquist to go heads up with an
old nemesis, but the timing was a
little off. Travis Lulay, a four-year
starter at quarterback for Montana
State from 2003-2006, was unable
to make it to Vancouver on Thursday, but will work out for the Lions on Saturday. Lulay was 2–2
against Montana during his Bobcat career, including 1–2 against
Bergquist head-to-head.
But Bergquist said that was the farthest thing from his mind regardless
of whether Lulay was there or not.
“We are on a different level now,”
Bergquist said. “I don’t think it
will be a Cat-Griz thing. We are
both going to give it our best.
My only goal is to make a team.”
The Lions said they would let
Bergquist know within the week if
they are still interested. The quarterback knows this situation could have
been averted had he simply signed the
initial offer months ago.
But quarterback is a gambler’s
position by nature. Big rewards take
big risks, and Bergquist wanted to
leave no opportunity unexplored.
“I love having another opportunity to
play in B.C.,” Bergquist said. “I love
the city of Vancouver, I love the winning tradition they have. If it doesn’t
work out, it wasn’t meant to be, but at
least I’ll have no regrets.”

Betterside, who won Maggotfest’s Best Play on the Pitch
trophy back in 2005, completed a
two-weekend road schedule with
a split, losing to the University of
Idaho in Moscow, Idaho, and earning a win on the Spokane Women’s
Club pitch last weekend. Captain
Naomi Mills said she expects her
team to see a high caliber of competition this weekend, reminiscent
of the competition the team faced
in the fall when they ventured to
Lethbridge for a pair of games and
were dominated by a Canadian national team.
“They just destroyed us. I think
it was good for us to see how good
they were,” said Mills, who will
be making her third appearance in
Maggotfest this weekend. “They
kept on creating all of these overloads. We learned from getting our
ass kicked.”
With a season’s worth of hard
lessons and victories on the pitch,
Mills said that playing at Maggotfest is always a challenge for her
team, but also always promises a
grand time.
“It’s like a big reunion,” she
said. “Every year it gets a lot better
because you just get to know more
people.”
“We always joke around that
it is a holiday and Maggotfest is
like Christmas,” echoed FlahiveForo. “We look forward to it all
year long. It’s a great way to end
the year.”
Kreilick, who is almost apologetic about missing one Maggotfest because of a trip to Australia
in 1991, says that not only does
the tournament draw almost 1,000
rugby players, he also anticipates
as many as 4,000 people to be at
the Saturday night party at the
Fairgrounds. Staggering figures
for a grass roots tournament that
started more than 30 years ago.
“There’s no better manifestation of the sport than Maggotfest,”
Kreilick said, “and I mean that.”
roman.stubbs@umontana.edu
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Shrine shenanigans, shocked schmuck, slashing shot
Park Mage
Montana Kaimin

April 23, 7:57 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a
disturbance at University Villages
from a caller who said a “man in
the process of becoming a woman” had smashed some of her windows. The suspect, a male dressed
in female clothing, had apparently
come over and wanted to have
drinks. The woman told him to
leave. She then left her apartment
only to come back to find the man
still in the apartment. He had left
by the time officers arrived.
April 24, 1:34 a.m.
When a male confronted Aber
Hall staff after they caught him intoxicated in the dorm, they called
Public Safety for backup. Officers attempted to arrest the guy,
but he took off running. That’s
when he got the Taser. “People
think it might be severe, but when
you fight with someone and roll
around on the ground, people get
hurt,” Public Safety Director Jim
Lemcke said. “This takes the fight
out of them.” Lemcke said the
guy then began banging his head
against the Plexiglas divider in the
police cruiser, just as the transient
who caused a ruckus in the library
did on Tuesday. “That’s pretty
common, I don’t know why people
do that,” Lemcke said.
April 24, 5:41 p.m.
A woman called about a slashed
tire that she had gotten in the parking lot near Jesse Hall two weeks
ago. It had seemed like a normal
act of vandalism, but when she
took it to the tire shop they found a
.22 caliber bullet inside.

April 24, 9:45 p.m.
A spat between a 12-yearold girl and a 13-year-old girl
ended in assault charges being
filed after the older girl allegedly
repeatedly punched the younger
one at the Shrine Circus. The two
girls apparently had a history of
problems.

April 25, 10:34 a.m.
A female transient who has been
around campus all winter long was
found sleeping in the basement of
the Gallagher Business Building.
Though it is a public building,
the transient was asked to leave,
which she did.
April 26, 4:30 p.m.
A report came in of a female
“talking to a water bottle and
jumping in front of traffic.” The
woman had approached the caller
and said “that their baby was missing its face.” This woman matched
the description of the transient
who had been sleeping in the Gallagher Business Building the day

before. “This woman has
some issues she needs
help with,” Lemcke said.
“But so far (she) is not a
danger.”

April 23, 7:16 p.m.
A miniature horse escaped from the Shrine
Circus at the Adams Center. Public Safety
was called to try to corral the beast, but circus personnel had the situation under control
quickly, capturing the animal within about
three minutes. “It’s a miniature horse, so it’s
got little legs,” said Public Safety Director
Jim Lemcke.

April 26, 10:03 p.m.
When four males exited a brand-new Acura
GL and headed to the
bike racks, picking up a
bike, a passerby thought
it suspicious enough to
report to Public Safety. Lemcke
said it is good that people are now
reporting this sort of thing because
officers were able to identify the
four, and the caller may have prevented a theft.

April 27, 8:34 p.m.
A male described as a transient tried to pick up somebody’s
backpack and walk off with it, but
gave it back when confronted and
walked into the library. The description of the man fits that of the
man who was arrested hours later
in the library and caused a huge

stir fighting Public Safety and
Missoula Police Officers.
April 28, 2:45 p.m.
A woman called to report that
the previous night at her house just
off campus she had been changing for bed when she heard a click
that sounded like that of a camera.
She then looked out the window

Police
Blotter

and saw somebody’s hands. She
ran outside and saw a dark car
speed away. Lemcke warned that
if folks live on the first floor, they
should make sure to close their
curtains.
Citations: Drew Woolsey, 20,
disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, obstruction of justice, MIP
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Going after the white picket fence

Part III: Green Taxi is thinking of expanding, but doing so might
mean another exhausting legal battle, this time against Medicab
Mevon Trilliard
Montana Kaimin
Mick Murray turns back down
Mullan Road, toward Broadway
Street. His cell phone rings. He
presses a button on the Toyota
Prius’ dash and waits for a couple of seconds before answering,
“Hello, Green Taxi.”
A man’s voice on the other end
asks, “Can you come and pick me
up?”
“Yes. Are you at home?” Murray asks, knowing exactly who it
is.
“Yes.”
When Murray pulls into the
driveway, a man in his 50s named

Tom Seery immediately walks
out the door, his thick black hair
slicked back, making silvery
streaks of gray strands. He wears
khaki shorts and a cashmere
sweater over a blue polo.
He directs Murray to the CVS/
pharmacy a few blocks away and
begins talking about himself, often breaking into bursts of laughter.
“My dad was the baby of seven
Irish children,” he says. “One day
he asked his mother, my grandmother, ‘How come I didn’t get
a middle name?’ You know what
she said? ‘We’re Irish Catholic.
We ran out.’”
A quick shouting laughter fills
the Prius cab. It ends as abruptly
as it started.
“Anyway, I’m babbling again,”
he says. “Let me tell you a little

more about nothing.”
When the car stops at CVS,
Seery steps out. A few minutes
later he returns with a case of
Miller, but has to go back in for
his medication. He comes back
again and gets in the backseat to
return home.
“Oh, I got something for you,”
he says and places a metal toy on
the center armrest next to Murray. It’s a yellow BMW Z8 convertible the size of a postcard. He
laughs even louder than usual.
When Seery’s $11 ride is over,
Murray pulls out of the driveway.
The yellow toy car sticks out of
the cup holder trunk-side up next
to a pack of blue Orbit gum.
Murray then remarks that people don’t just call him for rides.
“Taxis are a resource for people who are in need of social con-

tact,” he says.
Many people, like Seery, also
need taxis because they can’t
drive due to health conditions,
usually neurological, Murray
said. Oddly enough, Murray is allowed to take people like Seery to
pick up medication, but he can’t
take them to hospitals for medical
treatment. It’s been a surprise to
Murray and it’s hurt the business.
Green Taxi isn’t allowed to give
rides to any medical patients on
their way to treatment, according
to a rule enforced by Montana’s
Public Service Commission,
the agency overseeing all of the
state’s taxi services. Only Missoula’s Medicab can do that.
“That’s a fair turn of business
we’re missing out on,” he said.
“It’s what most daytime business
is.”

But Green Taxi is allowed to
take people going to the hospital
due to a gray area in the rule. In
adherence to privacy issues, drivers aren’t allowed to ask riders
why they’re going to the hospital
and whether it’s for treatment.
For this reason, if riders mention
they are going to the hospital for
treatment, Green Taxi must deny
the fare and refer them to Medicab. However, if a customer says
he wants to go to the hospital and
doesn’t say a word more even if
it is for treatment, Green can give
him a ride.
But a lot of the time riders do
mention they’re going for treatment, said Murray’s wife, Jessica
Murray.
“Today, I just got a call,” she
said. “I had to say no to that. And
you’re just turning down money.”
The Murrays are thinking of
applying for a license to enable
them to transport medical patients. But Mick is weary, knowing the license could easily cost
thousands of dollars more than
the initial $500 application fee. A
simple license application could
turn into a year-long legal battle
against the existing provider,
Medicab.
The Murrays have been there
before. Two and a half years ago
they applied for a regular taxi license and discovered the taxi industry is widely controlled by the
Commission, whose rules make
it very difficult for a second cab
company to start in any town. In
that case, Yellow Cab was here
first. According to Commission
rulers, competition would hurt
Yellow Cab, and hurting Yellow
Cab would be bad for Missoula
because it needs a cab company
for public transportation.
The Murrays got their license
despite Yellow Cab’s resistance
and the laws stacked up against
them. Some argue it was just because they’re a hybrid-vehicle
taxi company. Doug Mood, head
commissioner at the time, condemned Green Taxi’s approval,
saying the three commissioners
See GREEN, page 15
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proudly presents

The Dennies
It’s time for the third annual Dennies, created in the honor of such illustrious awards
as the Oscars and the Dundies. These awards, dedicated to the legacy of University of
Montana President George Dennison, honor the best of the past year.
Three-Month Achievement Award:
Griz football players succeeded in keeping their violent ways
under the radar for a full three months, a wild success, given
last year’s troubles with the law. Congrats, guys, we’re rooting
for you.

Best Irrelevant Moral Crusade:
A certain law professor wanted to keep a certain college
newspaper from getting the Bess Sex ever, but failed to realize that the legal actions needed to end the column would take
far longer than simply waiting out the bastards who make the
column possible. Don’t worry, we’re graduating. And we’ll
take our sex to go. Need some summer Sex? Hit up besssex.
blogspot.com.

Best Wannabe-Pandemic Scare:
Swine flu. Way to be this administration’s SARS. The World
Health Organization has confirmed 257 cases of swine flu
worldwide. That seems scary and ominous and like you should
buy a silly-looking facemask and hide for a few months, until
you realize that 250,000 people die from the plain ol’ flu every
year. ‘Pandemic’ means it affects the world and will probably
kill us soon. To us, it seems like CNN is having a slow news
week.

Best Pointless Request for a Correction:
While getting yelled at for printing a feature photo of an art
gallery too close to a similar story about a different art gallery
comes close, the Dennie goes to Annette, who left a note asking
reporter Amanda Eggert to “Please remember the women when
you wright” when Eggert failed to refer to a man-made wave as
a person-made wave. We’re all about wymons’s lib (our sports
editor is female, for Christ’s sake) but if you want to defend
women’s rights, at least learn how to spell it.

Best Way to Get Arrested in Missoula:
Hold up a Walgreens. There is even a sign on the door asking customers to please remove all facemasks, so way to break
two rules at once. And if stealing prescription pills like it’s your
parents’ medicine cabinet is too rough, better make for Dairy
Queen. Nothing reads money-maker like a soft-serve ice cream
shop. In April. When it still snows, apparently. The knife was a
little overkill. Were you seriously worried that the high school
girls working the joint would be too much to handle?

Best Kaimin Spelling Error:
Anyone know what a blouder is? We still don’t. But apparently they’re halting construction on campus and it’s a frontpage story. Did you know that as long as the first and last letters
of a word are in the correct place, the ltetres can be scrmbelad
any which way inside, and your brain still reads the word nomalrly? The error slipped past three copy editors. We’re blaming
it on our superior mental-processing skills.

Best Villian (honorable mention Kaimin spelling error):
Cheers to you, Jus Chill’n robber! Way to knock off a
smoothie joint. That $450 must have made you feel like a hardened criminal. You’re probably the kind of guy who orders the
Starburst smoothie after working on your abs for 45 minutes.

Driver of the Year Award:
Hat’s off to you, Park-N-Ride bus driver, for rear-ending a
student’s car at noon. Usually we blame our driving mishaps on
our drinking, but that early in the day, you don’t have much of
an excuse.

Best “That’s what she said”:
“I’ve always been someone who is physical, bangs and can
get to the hole.”
Sarah Ena, sophomore forward for the Lady Griz, describing
how she likes to play a sweaty basketball game.

We’d give out more awards, but we have to pirate all the songs off of the
free CDs the Arts section gets, and iTunes runs slowly on these old computers.
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Concert showcases
year’s best dances

Taka Osuga/Montana Kaimin

Junior Lauren Belland, sophomore Stevie Teran and senior Michael Becker prepare for the Spring Dance Concert in the
Montana Theater on Wednesday evening. The showcase will take place May 6-9.

M
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Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
Like all expressive art forms,
modern dance is a flexible medium
– a canvas on which to paint pictures
and capture stories with themes running the gamut of human experience
and emotion.
As the UM Department of Drama and Dance opens its nine-act
Spring Dance Concert on Wednesday at the Montana Theater, producer Heidi Jones Eggert said the goal
of the department’s most-ambitious
yearly production is not only to put
the program’s best work on the stage
but also to exhibit the full scope of
material it produces. The concert
runs through that Saturday.
“Content is definitely part of the
selection,” Eggert said. “We wanted
a range of humorous and serious.
It’s really the only way to get a good
look at who we are.”
Eggert’s athletic, inclusive “Let’s
Go” is one of the show’s featured
pieces. The contemporary dance is
set to a blend of electronic, hip-hop
and funk with what Eggert described
as “tons of action.” She said the energy behind the madness came from
the music that drove her creation.
“I was just listening to some music and I decided to crank it up and
really jam out and feed off where the
music was taking me,” Eggert said.
“I feel like sometimes in modern
dance we compose the piece and
then just sort of add the music on top
later. My goal in the creative process
was to have the movements reflect
the music and make the music the
center of the action.”
“Let’s Go” boasts a variety of
modern styles; according to Eggert,
she picked up its eclectic, sweeping
feel from the input each of her 11
dancers brought to the table. Eggert
said as she composed the dance she
would assign parts of her creation to
dancers to work with on their own.
When they came to auditions, each
would add his or her own interpretation to the larger work.
“The dancers were really integral
to the creation,” Eggert said. “I let
them loose and was thrilled with
what they came back with.”
The artistic range in Eggert’s
piece mirrors the spectrum of
themes the show tackles.
One of the concert’s most aus-

tere works is a creation by senior
Charissa Bowditch. “Homefront”
is a portrait of the anxiety Bowditch
felt when her husband John was deployed to Iraq.
Bowditch said she used the dance
to capture a sense of what she went
through at the time.
“There is just an array of not only
fear but also physical side effects
that people feel when they have a
loved one go oversees and don’t
know if they’re ever going to come
home,” Bowditch said. “I really
wanted to express that uncertainty
and suffering.”
Bowditch said some of the material is literal, with dramatizations
pulled directly from her own experiences, but that much of it is figurative
– a metaphor for all relationships.
“A lot of it is very open to interpretation,” Bowditch said. “The
confusion and hurt that comes with
being torn apart is something that I
think a lot of people share.”
“Homefront” is one of the three
pieces a delegation from the program took to the annual American
College Dance Festival’s northwest
regional conference this March
at Utah Valley State University in
Orem, Utah.
Another piece featured at the
regional is also on the bill for
the spring festival: senior Ashley
Griffith’s colorful “I think it’s kind
of what it’s like in here, especially
when the sidewalk is jumping. I
don’t … wait, I found it. The Dingo
Wants More Lollies.”
The dance is as irreverent as
“Homefront” is weighty. With performers clad in neon housedresses
bouncing to strains of hip-hop spinster Kid Koala, the performance
marks the lightest note in the production. Griffin said the comic, boisterous tone of “Dingo” was something she set out to capture.
“Most of the stuff we do is very
somber and melancholy, and this is
definitely a departure from that,”
Griffith said.
Griffith and her roommate don’t
have cable, so the pair travels to local pawn shops to add to their “giant,
random” collection of VHS tapes.
She said she decided to incorporate
the movies into her design.
“We always sit around and quote
See DANCE, page 11
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‘Camas’ prints new writers’ work
Emanda Aggert
Montana Kaimin
In a small room of Jeanette
Rankin Hall, poetry, photography
and essays paying tribute to the nature of the West pour into the former janitor’s closet where Camas,
a semiannual literary publication
headed up by environmental studies graduate students, is produced.
“I’m petitioning for a mural
and a little staircase outside,” said
Bryce Andrews, who co-edits the
publication alongside Tim Gibbins. “But I don’t think I’ll get it.”
Andrews and Gibbins are pursuing
master’s degrees in environmental
studies.
“One of the cool experiences
here is to have emerging writers
published alongside established
authors,” Gibbins said.
“It gives them a venue to go as
far as they want to go,” Andrews
added.
The largest chunk of submissions comes from UM students,
but there are also submissions
from other places in the U.S.
Camas is inspired by the Camassia, a purplish-colored flower

commonly found in moist meadows of western Montana that is
said to have provided nourishment
for Native Americans.
“The lore of Camas is that the
Camas bulb was a staple for indigenous people here,” Andrews said.
The story goes that in 1991, when
the first Camas issue came out, it
was created as a forum for people to
“say something that is essential and
also place-based,” he continued.
“This kind of writing, when it’s
well done, has an artistic purpose
that reminds people of the beauty
and power of the natural world,”
said Phil Condon, an associate
professor of environmental studies
and the faculty adviser of Camas.
Condon said that the writing appearing in Camas plays an advocacy
role as well by highlighting issues
and concerns in the natural world.
This spring’s issue, set for publication in the first half of May, will feature four or five pieces on mining,
Libby included, Gibbins said.
Camas offers students an opportunity to get an inside look at
the publication of a literary journal. “I think the huge benefit (of

Camas) is getting practical experience with layout, the printing process and the publication process,”
Gibbins said, adding that he hopes
to continue work in the editorial
field after graduating.
A group of about 16 students
collaborates to put the journal together. “It’s just a neat group of
people,” Gibbins said.
Camas relies on funding from
ASUM, revenue from subscribers and private donations to stay
afloat.
In recent years, Camas has
been committed to printing only
on 100 percent recycled paper,
even though it’s quite a bit more
expensive.
“It’s obscene how much more
expensive 100 percent recycled
paper is than zero percent recycled
paper,” Andrews said. “But we
feel like if we can’t print on 100
percent recycled paper, who would
be?”
Previous issues subscriptions
for this spring’s issue are available online at http://www.umt.edu/
Camas.
amanda.eggert@umontana.edu

Comment on these stories online
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the best parts of the movies,” Griffith
said. “I thought it would be funny to
add them in.”
The piece includes bits from
“Wayne’s World” and “Dumb
and Dumber” and the TV show
“Friends,” plus an outré elephant
dance sequence she picked up from
her favorite jazzercise video.
Another source of inspiration
was the squad she assembled to
perform “Dingo.” Griffith said
she knew she needed people nutty
enough to pull of the performance,
and her selection paid off.
“We had all kinds of craziness in
rehearsals, which was the best part
of it for me and really added to the
final creation,” Griffith said. “I remember one day one of the dancers
accidentally drooled and I stopped
and was like, ‘We’re definitely
keeping that.’”
“It’s a Sad State” is another piece
Griffith choreographed that made
the concert cut.
Griffith said while Dingo is
“quirky, fun, crazy and out-there,”
the introspective “State” is “serious, angry and disturbing on some
level.”
According to Griffith, the dance
is a commentary on human relationships and the lack of affection many
people display when dealing with
one another.
“When I was choreographing,
I was just mad and upset about the
way that we as people sometimes
treat each other,” Griffith said. “We

treat each other with no feeling at
all. We can just be so cold. It’s really sad.”
For Griffith and Bowditch, performing in the final show of the year
is something that will carry plenty
of emotion. Bowditch is graduating
in two weeks, while Griffith will be
spending next semester in Ghana
and isn’t sure what the future will
hold.
Bowditch said the experience
will be bittersweet, as she has mixed
emotions about moving on.
“Of course, I’m glad to be done
with all my schoolwork,” Bowditch
said. “But it’s been great to be part
of the program. As an artist, it’s been
great to get so much support and
feedback from the faculty. I’ll miss
that.”
Griffith said she is honored that
two of her pieces will grace the stage
come Wednesday, but the fact that
other seniors are leaving is tough to
deal with.
“It’s a hard feeling to explain
because on one hand I’m excited
that I get to put on both pieces in
the show,” Griffith said. “But on
the other, I’m really going to miss
working with people like Charissa.
It’s sad to think they won’t be here
when I come back.”
All four performances begin
at 7:30 p.m., running Wednesday
through Saturday. Tickets are $18
for general admission and $14 for
students and seniors. Pre-sale tickets
will be available Monday at PARTV’s Drama/Dance Box Office.
Tickets can also be ordered by calling the box office at 243-4581.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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Continued from page 1

and Haupt, had already received
calls telling them they’d won
enough votes when they learned
that Fennell and May had been
elected.
“It’s kind of like a bittersweet
feeling,” Brewer said.
Dusek, a senator this year,
agreed.
“It’s always hard when a
friend gets bad news, but it’s also
great to be going back,” he said.
When Haupt came back into
the restaurant, she was greeted
by sympathetic looks from her
friends.
“No one died, you guys,” she
said.
She called Fennell to congratulate him for winning the election.
“I think Matt and Emily can
do great things in office, and I
wish them luck,” she said.
Zolnikov said this was the first
election he’s lost, but managed to

find a way to put a positive spin
on the situation.
“I’m kind of excited to be able
to join the fencing club,” he said.
Jake Armstrong received
the news that he’d been elected
ASUM business manager while
at his job at the Holiday Inn.
“I just let out such a whoop
that I had to step outside,” he
said.
Armstrong won with 922
votes. His opponent, Mike
Campbell, received 619. Armstrong said he will work closely
with student groups and try to
be open and accessible, using
channels of communication such
as Twitter. He promised that he
won’t let down those who voted
for him.
“I am beyond stoked,” he said.
Fennell described the feeling
of winning as a mix between excitement and pure calm.
“It’s like me watching my
dog chase a squirrel,” he said.
“It’s just Zen is what it is.”
Fennell looks like he could certainly hold his own in a mosh-pit
or bang the drums to oblivion,
but Thursday night was about

celebrating his sense of relief
with a bottle of wine to share
among friends, with just one shot
of Maker’s Mark for the winning
team.
May admitted that they were
willing to celebrate Thursday
night before the work starts next
year.
“I think any administration is
going to hit roadblocks and have
to go in prepared for them,” May
said. “I think we’ve been realistic. It’s going to be a long haul,
but we’re ready.”
Fennell said he agreed because the two prepared during
the campaign to make sure their
year goes as smoothly as possible.
“I’ve seen two administrations
go through hard times, and they
have done an amazing job,” Fennell said. “I think me and Emily
have strength and ingenuity to
push ASUM to new heights.”
Dusek, who received the most
votes for ASUM senator with
667, said it’s hard to predict the
issues that will face the senate
next year, but that Fennell and
May will probably take more of
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Daniel Zolnikov receives the news of his loss Thursday evening from ASUM election
coordinators as running mateTara Haupt looks on,Thursday evening at The Depot.

an “activist stance” and introduce some progressive issues.
“It’s always really dictated by
the executives,” he said.
The major challenge Fennell
said he and May have been preparing for is the constant demand
for them to do the best job possible and to deal with pressure

from students.
“The idea of student outreach, the principles we chose to
act upon, are going to be ongoing,” Fennell said, but added after a shot of Maker’s Mark that,
“we’re fearless.”
joshua.potter@umontana.edu
allison.maier@umontana.edu

More schools close, swine flu cases pass 100
Passociated Aress
WASHINGTON — Hundreds of
schools scattered around the country
closed as the nation’s swine flu caseload passed 100 Thursday, and U.S.
authorities said they eventually could
produce enough vaccine for every-

one if necessary — but that shots
couldn’t begin until fall at the earliest.
The outbreak penetrated across
a dozen states and even touched the
White House, which disclosed that an
aide to Energy Secretary Steven Chu
apparently got sick helping arrange
President Barack Obama’s recent trip

to Mexico but that the aide did not fly
on Air Force One and never posed a
risk to the president.
An estimated 12,000 people
logged onto a Webcast where the
government’s top emergency officials
sought to cut confusion by answering
questions straight from the public:
Can a factory worker handling parts
from Mexico catch the virus? No. Can
pets get it? No.
And is washing hands or using
those alcohol-based hand gels best?
Washing well enough is the real issue,
answered Dr. Richard Besser, acting
chief of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He keeps hand gel
in his pocket for between-washings
but also suggested that people sing
“Happy Birthday” as they wash their
hands to make sure they’ve washed
long enough to get rid of germs.
It is safe to fly, U.S. officials
found themselves stressing after Vice
President Joe Biden got off message
Thursday. Biden said he’d discourage
family members from flying or even
taking the subway. The White House
insisted the vice president meant to
say he was discouraging just nonessential travel to Mexico, the hardesthit area.
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Bassooner the better!

Dlaine Bunkley/Montana Kaimin

From left, bassoon players Dominic Scariano, Adam Finch and Beth Bennett practice for their upcoming performance Thursday in the Music Building. The UM Symphonic Wind Ensemble will join the President’s Own Brass Quintet next Wednesday for many seniors’ final performance at UM.
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Grad students discuss
gun control at panel
Gracy Stay
Montana Kaimin
Four UM graduate students armed
themselves to debate gun control issues
in front of an audience Thursday night.
One panelist said after the debate that
gun control nearly cost him his life.
“My self-defense firearm was safely locked in the car that my head was
bouncing off of,” said Daniel Kostelnik, georaphy graduate student.
Two men jumped Kostelnik as he
was leaving a bar in Great Falls 11
years ago. The men were after his wallet, but continued to beat him until a
bystander intervened.
Kostelnik usually carried a gun
around with him for protection, but
left all three of the guns he’d brought
to the shooting range that day stowed
away in his vehicle in accordance with
the Montana law that makes it illegal
to bring a gun into a place that serves
alcohol.
Kostelnik said most of the time
the mere presence of a gun would be
enough to prevent a crime like this.
“And if that didn’t stop him, I
could’ve shot him,” Kostelnik said,
“and left with a black eye, instead of
being disabled and missing work for
the next four months.”
That experience strengthened
Kostelnik’s stance against gun control
laws. He bought two more handguns
and took the concealed-carry course.
“I realized that I must be ready at
any time,” he said.

Kostelnik teamed up with Mike
McVicker, a graduate student in Intercultural Youth and Family Development, to defend their Second Amendment right to bear arms in the debate,
sponsored by the Multicultural Alliance. About 20 people showed up to
watch the four panelists debate.
Mitch Guerette and Aram Rosenberg volunteered to argue in favor of
increasing gun control measures.
Guerette and Rosenberg argued that
the right to bear arms wasn’t the civil
liberty they should be concerned with.
“What about the civil liberty to be
able to walk into a mall or a school
without having to worry about being
gunned down?” Guerette pointed out.
Guerette said measures need to be
taken to prevent mass shooting incidents of gun violence in America.
“The United States is the most violent high-income industrialized nation
in the world,” Guerette said.
Kaimin editor Bill Oram, who
moderated the forum, said two panelists joined the discussion on short notice and offered valuable insights.
“Just because some of our panelists
were last-minute doesn’t mean their
opinions are any less valid,” Oram said.
Oram called the forum an “outstanding expression of the main themes
on both sides of the issue…Hopefully
it gave those in attendance some things
to think about.”
stacy.gray@umontana.edu

News
GREEN
Continued from page 8
in favor of Green Taxi acted illegally, based on political beliefs
(that they wanted hybrid taxis), not
the laws of the Commission. Green
Taxi never proved that it wouldn’t
take business from the existing cab
company, Mood said at the time.
Medicab owner Brian Parked
also thinks Green Taxi was awarded its license without meeting
Commission standards, he said in a
phone interview on Thursday.
If the Murrays do go for a medical-transport license, it could be
another uphill legal battle. Medicab
might also fight to remain the sole
provider in town. And the possible
struggle has the potential to drag on
for more than a year, just like the
last one against Yellow Cab that
started in mid-2006 and ended in
December of 2007.
Parked declined to say what action he would take since Green Taxi
hasn’t applied for the license yet.
“Whatever happens, happens.
When it comes down the pike,
that’s my business,” he said and declined to talk any further.
When the Murrays received a
regular taxi license in December
of 2007, their lawyer didn’t put up
a fight for medical transportation.
At the time, Mick was fine with
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it, thinking medical transportation
only included those in wheelchairs,
he said. His lawyer didn’t tell
him that exclusion from medical
transportation meant Green Taxi
couldn’t give rides to any medical
patients. If Murray knew that, he
might’ve fought for medical transportation, too, he said.
In the beginning, the Murrays
didn’t anticipate all this resistance
from the Commission, Yellow Cab
or a faltering economy. And they
foresee even more resistance from
Medicab if they do go for a medical
transportation license.
Back in 2006, they thought
they’d just take a risk and start a
new business they believed in. Go
after the American dream and build
their white picket fence. But ever
since they plunged the first board
into Missoula’s rocky soil, pebbles
and stone of the status quo have
ripped at them and kept them from
settling in deep enough to stand up
straight. No matter how far they go,
there’s always another rock mixed
into the dirt. They just hope their
patience pays off, sinking them into
a seam of sand or silt.
trevon.milliard@umontana.edu
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FEES
Continued from page 1

the senate, either.
“The students on this campus
had similar concerns,” he said.
Giem said MontPIRG will
push forward with the fee.
“We will continue to fight the
good fight,” he said. “This is a
small road bump. The movement

will not die.”
The proposed increased Kaimin fee from $4 to $6 was voted
down 1,083–975.
The ASUM Constitutional
referenda passed 1,397–360.
Hunter said the referenda
would clarify wording within the
constitution.
Since the students approved
the fees, they will go on to the
Board of Regents for certification
of approval.
kayla.matzke@umontana.edu

CHANGES
Continued from page 1

forward with implementation of
its Partnering for Student Success
plan, which includes a range of initiatives aimed at increasing student
retention and graduation rates. This
summer, the administration will focus mainly on measures outlined
in the plan aimed at improving
student support systems, such as
tutoring and advising, according
to Engstrom.
Some of the changes associated with implementing the plan
include establishing what will
be called the Office for Student
Success, which will oversee all
tutoring and advising programs
on campus. UM’s Undergraduate
Advising Center has already felt
some of those changes, with cuts
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to the number of peer advisers
who will be advising new students
at orientation sessions this summer, according to Carol Bates, peer
advising coordinator.
With fewer peer advisers to help
the advising center faculty, many of
the students will be advised in groups
instead of individually, according to
Bates. She said that though she is
skeptical of group advising, there is
some information that can be easily conveyed to multiple students
at once. However, she said, the
concern is that it will be harder to
meet students’ particular needs
in that kind of setting. For that
reason, students will be able to
request an individual advising
session.
The summer orientation sessions for new students will be
held June 10-12 and 24-26, July
8-10 and August 26-28.
allison.maier@umontana.edu

The
Kaimin says:
It’s been
real!

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

kiosk
KAIMIN

CLASSIFIEDS

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

LOST OR FOUND
Found: Key chain & set of keys for VW
near Beckwith & Mansfield. Call 552-6360.
Lost: Orange 3 y.o. Tabby cat behind
South Gate Mall. Answers to the name
Leo. Call 406-240-0377.
Lost: iPod Touch with pink case. Last seen
4/24 in library. Call 406-461-7168.
BAHA’I FAITH
Cling thou to the hem of the Robe of God,
and take thou firm hold on His Cord, a
Cord which none can sever. – Bahá’u’lláh
FOR RENT
Rooms available in remodeled fraternity
house from May 15th to August 1st.
Close to U on Gerald and University Ave.
$350/month w/ small deposit. Includes
all utilities inc cable and internet. Call
MREM at 406-541-6468 or visit www.
millenniumrem.com.
Clean, quiet, newly redecorated place for
a single person. Free sattelite. $375/mo.
543-3343

Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz
Discount: Half month free with 3 months
up front. Student discount for truck rental.
406-721-7277
Weekend cabins 30 min. from Missoula.
$44-66 night Rock Creek Cabins 251-6611
Five Bedroom Duplex, garbage and water
paid, private parking, washer/dryer, near
University. $1200 plus dep. Call 493-1942.
$400/month plus $250 deposit. Close to
the U, buses. Includes utilities, internet, and
one meal/day. Fridge, microwave, and TV
also. Call 251-9400, no messages please!
FOR SALE
Digital Scales. Two different sizes. Low
prices. Joint Effort 1916 Brooks, Missoula,
Holiday Village Shopping Center.
Real Hookahs Made in Egypt. 36 kinds of
shisha. Joint Effort 1916 Brooks, Missoula,
Holiday Village Shopping Center.
HELP WANTED
Network and systems administrator.
Missoula web hosting company seeks

experienced admin to help manage our
24/7 infrastructure. Must have Juniper,
Cisco, and Linux expertise. Info: modwest.
com/jobs. Submit your resume to: jobs@
modwest.com
$10/hr. Knowledgeable computer whiz
that enjoys playing video games to work
with a young autistic adult who enjoys the
same. We live in the University area within
walking distance from the campus. Please
call evenings for interviews, 543-0003.
Lolo Creek Steak House is accepting
applications for PT cocktail service/
bartender. Apply between 3:00 & 4:00pm.
Great opportunity for PT summer
employment! Looking for responsible
individual to assist professional couple
with various duties. Must have reliable
vehicle. Prefer 10-15 hrs/wk. Holidays and
weekends off. $9.00/hr plus mileage. Call
Marsha at 728-1212
Summer childcare needed - boy & girl, 15 &
11, Monday through Wednesday, 8:00am-

5:30pm. Must enjoy kids & be active. Own
transportation needed. Contact Kerry by
email htravel@hotmail.com.
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Call for an appointment. 243-4711
Bad breath? Quit smoking/chewing kits at
Curry Room 112
Love the Booze Brothers? Wanna be one?
Contact the Health Office: 243-2809
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount. Downtown at 136 East Broadway.
Computer Central, 542-6540.
Computer Problem? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
Curb Trader’s Bazaar in downtown
Hamilton.
Buy, sell, trade clothes
of Vintage Retro and contemporary
wearables, funky art/furniture. 363-0872
Basic Wildland Fire Training, May 17-20.
For info or to pre-register, call 543-0013.

Healthy Hummingbird Massage. 725
W. Alder Suite 27. Student rates $35/
hr, $55/1.5 hr. Call Souta 207-6269,
Mary 596-5842, Erica 396-6868. www.
healthyhummingbird.com
Purple Haze Hookah and Sports Lounge
where you can sit and smoke hookah. 1805
Brooks.
MISCELLANEOUS
Have you been chosen for a chance to win
a Flip Video? Check your umontana email
for the subject line “UM Tobacco Survey”
to see if you’ve been selected.
Secret Seconds U Thrift Store featuring
nice and affordable books and clothing
1221 Helen Ave. (one block from UM-next
to JavaU) 10-6pm Mon.-Sat.
This week only! My Sister’s Closet is paying
cash for spring and summer clothing! Items
must be in excellent condition, recent style
and name brands. Stop in anytime TuesFri from 10 to 6. My Sister’s Closet 1900
Brooks Street in the Holiday Village.
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